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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 

The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long 
history and a unique at'chitectural heritage, and represents a trust 
placed for the time being in the hands of our generation. It should 
1 e our concern to ensure that such contributions as we in our turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. The 
strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be seen 
to represent public opinion: the larger its membership the greater 
its influence will be. 

The Society arranges regular meetings for talks, discussions and 
films and produces a Bulletin of its news and articles of local in-
terest three times a year. 	In May 1969  it produced a special report 
on the High Street conservation area which has been well received as 
the basis for formulating future policy. 	It has also been very act- 
ive in making representations to the local authorities on planning 
matters, influencing, for example, the treatment of the site in front 
of Sackville College. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The subscription is 50 n.p. a year (additional members in the 
same family 25 n.p.) to be renewed on 1 January every year, except by 
those joining at or after the A,G.MLJ in the previous year. 	If sub- 
scriptions have not been received by 31 January reminders will be 
sent. 	If they have still not been received by 28 February a final 
reminder will be sent in May instead of the Bulletin. 	If there is 
still no response membership will be cancelled. 	Subscriptions 
should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. 

The Society is registered as a charity. 	A copy of its constit- 
ution is available on request to the Secretaries or Treasurer, 

PRESIDENT 	I . D . MRGARY, M.A., F. S . A. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chairman 	P.D.WOOD, 29 High Street, East Grinstead. 
Vice-Chairman B.C.THONPSON, Nenthorñe East, Ashurst Wood, E.G. 
Treasurer 	R.G.000PER, Barclays Bank, High Street, E.Grinstead. 
Secretaries 	Mr & Mrs S.W.RUDEL, Peredur Home School, E.Grinstead. 

R.H.ADDERLEY; Brig.G.W.H.FELLOWS, M..B.E.; Mrs K.INGWERSEN; S.F. 
KNOWLES, B.A.; N.J.LEPPARD, N.A.;,S.PAGE, R.I.B.A.; Councillor E. 
C.RUSHNAN. 	 U 

PUBLICATIONS 

Matter for the Bulletin should be sent to Mr N.J.Leppard, 
Brighton, Hove & Sussex Grammar School, Dyke Road, Hove, BN3 6EG. 

Unsigned contributions are the work of the editor and officers. 
Opinions expressed in signed articles are not necessarily those of 
anyone but their authors. 

Back numbers of the Bulletins, High Street Report and Local His-
tory Exhibition Souvenir Programme may be obtained from Mr Leppard, 
the hon. editor (address above), as available, 10 n.p. each, plus 
postage. 	Unwanted copies may be sent to him for resale. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Applications for membership, subscriptions and notice of change 
of address should be sent to the Treasurer. 	Suggestions for the 
Society's activities and all other correspondence should be sent to 
the Secretaries, from whom may be obtained details of the Society's 
current programme and a brochure describing its objects and contain-
ing an application form for membership. 



THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY Number 10 September 1972 

* 	 * 
* 	 * 

'The Bulletin of the East Grinstead Society is probably the best 
of the periodicals produced by local societies in Sussex, and 
shows what can be done even on a very restricted budget. The 
Society achieves an uncommonly happy marriage of conservation/ 
amenity matters on the one hand and local history on the other.' 

- from the Sussex Archaeological Society Newsletter, June 1972. 

********************************************************************** 

EDITORIAL 

The encouraging words quoted above, the fact that we have with-
out difficulty reached our tenth issue and the success of our Local 
History Exhibition can give us cause for thankfulness and legitimate 
pride. Our Society is becoming more and more known and respected. 
Our great temptation now is complacency. We must beware of forget-
ting that we were called into existence for the public good and not 
for our own satisfaction. 	It is with great gladness, therefore, 
that we print as our main article this time Mr Adderley's call to 
self-examination on pp.5±'. 

(Reflections on the function of our Bulletin and other relevant mat-
ters appear on p.10.) 

MEET INGS 

THE G.L.C.'s HISTORIC BUILDINGS DEPARTMENT was the subject of a talk 
by its chief historian, Mr A.R.Quiney, on 10 May. His combination 
of learning, sympathy and realism and his fascinating illustrations 
made a most worthwhile evening. 

WEST HOATHLY was the setting for our annual outing on 12 July, a 
perfect summer's evening for undemanding conducted tours of the 
Church and Manor House and visits to the Priest House and Lower 
Barn. Our thanks to the Vicar, Mrs Ridley and Mrs Arnold. 	It was 
suggested that for the future a Saturday afternoon outing would suit 
many members who are not free in the early evening. 

THE COMMITTEE met on 24 May and 5 July. As usual the subjects dis-
cussed are mentioned in this Bulletin. Next meeting: 20 September. 
It was decided that at all future members' meetings opportunity 
should be given for points of interest within our competence to be 
raised from the floor. 

THE NEXT MEETING will be our ANNUAL 
Parish Hall on Wednesday 1 November. 
P.D.Wood, whose able chairmanship an 
tatious furthering of our interests 
four years, will definitely not be s 
ions for the Chair and Committee sho 
as soon as possible. After the bus 
of the work of the National Trust wi 

GENERAL MEETING in the Small 
Members are reminded that Mr 

d indefatigable though unosten-
has seen us through our first 
eeking re-election. Nominat-
uld be sent to the Secretaries 
mess and open discussion a film 
11 be shown. 

ACTIVITIES 

LOCAL HISTORY EXHIBITION: for report and acknowledgements see pp. 
15±'.; for follow-ups see pp. 6 and 12. 

AN EXHIBITION NEXT YEAR? see p.6. 

'BRITAIN IN BLOOM': The College Lane site has been cleared. 	The 
programme of planting begins in the autumn. Volunteers please 
phone 23226. 

PLANNING REPRESENTATIONS: see p.6. 
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MEMBERS' PAGE 

STREET SIGNS 

Where have cur blue and white enamel street signs gone? 

You will recall that you mentioned in Bulletin no. 8 that Mr 
Phillips had repainted the sign on his house in Ship Street, but Mr 
Phillips has now left the district and so, apparently, has the 
street sign 	I think I am right in saying that there was another 
blue and white sign on a house at the bottom of Brookiands Way which 
was redecorated last year. 	There is no sign there now. 

The study of these signs is interesting as they help to date 
houses and streets. 	The blue and white ones appear to be late Vic- 
torian. There is one at each end of the row of houses which then 
constitutd North End. There is one on the Dorset Arms painted 
over in black on white and there is another (painted over at the 
Lewes Road end of the High Street. 	Incidentally Turners Hill has a 
fine one on Nantlemas Cottages. 	There is also the recently restor- 
ed London Road sign on Lloyds Bank. Does any reader know of 
others? I think they ought to be preserved. 

In Edwardian times the signs were cast iron and, because they 
need painting every so often, a number are in a poor state of pre-
servation, e.g. High Street above the Corner House, both ends of 
Portland Road, De La Warr Road. These should either be repainted 
or taken down and put in our embryo museum. 

S . F . KNOWLES 
THE PLAYFIELD 

Is it possible for the Society to make strong representations 
to the authority concerned to request the removal of the semi-dere-
lict eyesores on the Playfield, which have desecrated this lovely 
little green for the last 25 years, cutting it into 'meaningless 
polygons' of grass? Surely it is time for the authority to abolish 
these barracks and hand the green back for its rightful purpose, 
namely a playingfield? 	

G.Y.ASPEN 
NEW NAMES 

Following the discussion in the Bulletin, I should like to sug-
gest a name for the new Local Authority, 

A feature which links the districts of the four uniting author-
ities is the Roman Road from London to Brighton. This passes 
through the area of all four councils. 	An associated east-west 
road across the area has been called the 'Sussex Greensand Way'. 
The two roads together pass through or border 12 of the 18 parishes 
in the Cuckfield R.D. and thus provide a simple framework to which 
nearly the whole comrunity is related, geographically and historic-
ally. 	The Latin 'via' translates into the English 'way', and I 
suggest that 'Way' could well be incorporated into the new name. 

In the north of the area there are woods and forests from which 
Grinstead derives its name. 	In the south the area is bounded by 
the greensand ridge at the foot of the Downs. 	'Green' also alludes 
to the 'field' in Cuckfield and the 'heath' in Haywards Heath and 
emphasises the predominantly rural character of the area, just as 
'Way' hints at progress, movement and development. 

I therefore suggest Greenway as the name for the new authority. 

D . J . THOROGGOD 

MEMBERSHIP is now 182, all fully paid up. 	The falling off noted in 
our last issue has been made good and we welcome some 27 new members 
moved to join by our Exhibition, 



ARE WE DECEIVING OURSELVES AND OTHERS? 

by R.H.Adderley 

What does the East Grinstead Society do? Observation of its 
activities and the Bulletin so far indicate that it is a local hist-
ory and preservation society. The impetus for its formation came 
from the destruction of an old building and its president is eminent 
as an archaeologist. Even innovations in which it has taken an in-
terest have been confined to those which might affect Yhe old part 
of the town, such as the Inner Relief Road. 

However, the original purpose cf the Society was a good bit 
broader: 'to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and 
its environs'. And what are amenities? One author*  u3es the word 
as 'an umbrella to cover everything that might be considered pleas-
ant in the environment'. 	This seems to sum up quite well the grop- 
ings of the lexicographers. Furthermore, enquiries among one or 
two acquaintances confirm the suspicion that some people consider it 
to include many other things, useful rather than pleasant in them-
selves, such as shops. 

But it is when we look at the very name of our Society that its 
horizons seem in danger of disappearing altogether - because East 
Grinstead is not just a collection of buildings kept apart by roads, 
gardens and open spaces: it is, much more, a human community, even 
though an unwieldy and ever-changing one. 

These considerations are not merely academic. What's in a 
name? Very often a promise. 	The danger is that the citizens of 
East Grinstead may say, with customary relief, 'No need to worry 
about this amenity problem; the East Grinstead Society will look 
after it', when the Society never had any intention of looking after 
it. 	It may even be unable to do so. 	Its activities up to now 
have been largely promoted through its committee: and the limitat-
ions of committees could (and perhaps will) happily occupy another 
article. 

Secondly, its present membership is very much geared to the 
sort of activities so far undertaken. 	If we give the impression 
that our aims are more than they really are, we may stop other 
groups or persons benefitting the town. Are there enough watchers 
for threats and opportunities in connection with recreational areas, 
shopping facilities, transport services, roads, footpaths, pollution 

? 	(The local Residents' Association, which might have filled 
the more comprehensive rle, has 'and Ratepayers" incorporated in 
its title, which at once limits its outlook and targets. As it has 
also produced candidates in local elections and the controversial 
manifestoes to go with them, not all residents will feel it repre-
sents them.) 

There is also the risk of our suggesting, or even coming to be-
lieve, that we are doing all that we say we are, and thus implying 
some very narrow attitudes: for instance, that only old things are 
good and worth bothering about; that one's home is not The Environ-
ment, which is something superior; that beautiful buildings are more 
important than plain people. 

It is easier to point out the discrepancies and their possible 
consequences than to make pradtical suggestions, but for a start, 
and for your pleasure in shooting down: 

I. Look again at what we should, and can, aim at, making our promi- 
ses and achievements meet half way, probably adopting a more modest 
name and qualifying our stated purpose. 

* P.Cresswell, Environment: An Alphabetical Handbook (Murray, £3.75) 
six page entry on Amenity Societies. 	I wish I could quote it all. 
The book as a whole is very useful. 	It is classified at 301,303 in 
the County Library. 
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2. Liaise with the Residents' Association and perhaps other organis-
ations to find out what other amenities we might become concerned 
with: and when we decide to leave a borderline problem to others let 
them know. 

3. Extend our interest to the newer parts of the towh and to the 
outlying areas. 

4. As a start to being more forward-looking, try to have an observer 
at every meeting of the Council's planning committee. 

5. To cope with these increased commitments encourage membership 
from a wider range of socially aware residents, especially the 
younger ones, and find ways of making more use of the talents of the 
non-committee members. 

AN EXHIBITION NEXT YEAR? 

The committee has as yet made no formal decision but Mr S.Page 
has agreed to organise an exhibition showing 'variations on modern 
domestic architecture', with special relevance to recent and pro-
spective developments in East Grinstead. 	This could be a salutary 
way of preserving the necessary balance in our activities and being 
of service to the community. Anyone at all interested in the idea 
please contact Mr Page at Peredur School (phone 22661 or 23226). 

PLANNING NEWS ND ACTIVITIES 

1. Most people will be relieved to hear that OAKESHOTTS have been 
refused permission (retrospectively) to instal their garish yellow 
shopfront in the High Street. 	Unless they are successful in ap- 
pealing against this decision the shopfront will presumably have to 
be removed. 	Our Society will support the U.D.C. against an appeal. 

2. A public enquiry into the TIPPING OF REFUSE INTO ST MARGARET'S 
LOOP is to be held on Monday 18 September. 	Our Society's protest 
against the proposal will be before the Inspector, along with many 
others. 	Those interested should make a point of attending. 

3. Representations have been made to the local planning authority 
about proposed alterations at 10-12 HIGH STREET and proposed build-
ing adjoining the LARCHES. 

4 THE HERMITAGE: see pp.lOf. 

5. Now that the routes for the BYPASS are known the committee will 
have to address itself to deciding where we stand on this divisive 
issue. Members with specific arguments for or against any of the 
suggested routes or with observations on the best way for us to deal 
with the matter should write to the Secretaries or Chairman. 

TOWN MUSEUM: Our next issue will (we hope) contain answers to ques-
tions asked about the U.D.C.'s exhibits and a consideration of the 
practicalities of any more permanent follow-up to our own show, by 
which time the committee will have been able to discuss them. 

FROM THE EXHIBITION VISITORS' BOOK: Very important to the welfare 
of the town ... Children and adults were interested, despite being 
strangers in area ... East Grinstead is a relaxing town ... It shows 
us foreigners a lot of interesting things about your lovely town 
As a connersiur of exhibitions, I found it surprising ... After an 
exhibition of this standard, why no local museum? ... Time passed 
all too quickly; everything so absorbing and fascinating ... Gives a 
better view of East Grinstead ... Hope it is repeated next year 
Congratulations to organisers on exciting enterprise ... Very well 
displayed ... Useful ... Many thanks. 



'DADDY CURLY-LOCKS' 

Hanging upon a wall of Room 3 at the Society's Exhibition a hat 
band in red, green and yellow brought up a roaring figure from the 
past, the Rev.R.B.Matson, B.A., Headmaster of the preparatory Modern 
School. 	A grim new office block occupies its one-time playground 
In Cantelupe Road. 	The house stands for yet a little while but the 
school building has disappeared 

Boys were grouped in three forms, seniors under the Head, the 
younger under his son Osmond and the very young cared for by his 
daughter Eulalle. 	She had hair of palest gold and a sensitive 
beauty of complexion which flamed sometimes at her father's grosser 
remarks. 	A natural tyrant, he kept discipline by the shock of his 
personality, seldom using his little cane. 	He had a curled, griz- 
zled beard, matched by hair already in retreat. 	School stood to 
receive him In the morning, capped and gowned, stumping on his lame 
leg and swinging his glance like a laser beam. 	He wasn't really 
very scholarly. 

The recollections above were contributed by one of Matson's old 
boys, Mr R.H.Wood. 	It was another, Mr C.G.Bridgland of Hove, who 
brought along the hatband, not expecting it to be recognised. 	He 
recollected that Mr Matson, who retired to Worthing, had another son 
(Columbus or Columban) and two daughters, Ruth and Eulalie, who be-
came Headmistresses of the High Schools at Chichester and Peters-
field respectively. 	His sermons at the Parish Church were well at- 
tended because he was so outspoken. 

Several other visitors recognised the colours, recollecting 
that was where the tradesmen's sons went' and that Matson was heard 

to complain, 'I'm expected to take tradesmen's Sons and make gentle-
iUWmen of them.' 

W.H.Hills evidently thought he succeeded. 	In the section on 
the Modern School on p.262 of his History of East Grinstead (1906) 
he wrote: 'This valuable and much-needed Institution was established 
at its present location in the Cantelupe Road in the year 1894 by 
the Rev.Robert Bidwell Matson, B.A., who had for some time been Cur-
ate here and saw the great need of a high-class day school for the 
Sons of the trading and professional classes in the town. 	The num- 
ber of scholars averages from 30 to ?--O  and the boys are given a 
thoroughly sound and Christian education. 	In fact, Mr.Matson not 
only turns out good scholars, but he makes gentlemen of them. 	Goo 

Mr.Matson Is a B.A. of Merton College, Oxford, was ordained in 1884 
and prior to coming to East Grinstead held a curacy at Busbridge, 
Surrey, and a Lectureship at the Exeter Training College for school-
masters, and was headmaster of Zonnebloem College, South Africa.' 

(From the Alumni Oxonienses we may add that he was the first 
son of the Rev.Robert Matson of Wilby, Northants and matriculated at 
Oxford as a non-collegiate student in October 1880, aged 29. 	He 
was appointed Curate here in September 1893.) 

Finally, the recollections of one of the original pupils, the 
late Rev.J.Harrison (reprinted from our September 1970 issue): 

Mr Matson had a very hasty temper and a beard. 	He was a very 
good teacher but could be very violent. 	He kept us all in order. 
He started Dutting on a Shakespeare play at the Christmas Prizegiv- 
ing and got a clever lady to train us. 	I have a photograph of my- 
self as Junius Brutus in Julius Caesar. 	My best part was Shylock. 
Having passed the entrance exam I went to Westminster School when I 
was 12 or 13. 	Mr Matson's school was very popula r . 	A lot of 
tradesmen's Sons went there and a few of the 'gentry'. 	They were 
queer days. 	I never could understand why I wasn't allowed to go tc 
the tradesmen's houses for tea or ask my friends their sons to come 
and see me. 



London Road, East Grinstead. 

WATCHMAKER, JEWELLER, &c., 
£ A S T G-1? I IV S TEA D. 

Opposite the Parish Church. 	 Etablishcd 1770. 

THIS ADVERTISEMENT, 
from East Grinstead 
and Its Environs 
(1885), is chosen 
to illustrate and 
amplify the article 
on Watch and Clock-
makers in East 
Grinstead 	on the 
opposite page. 

J1 FOWL3 

E:] 

THIS PICTURE and the 
one on the cover are 
from the Picturesque 
View Album of East 
Grinstead and Neigh-
bourhood, 18 views, 
published by J.I3rad-
ley, 9, London Road, 
and manufactured in 
Germany. 	There is 
no date, 	but the 
1890s seem to be in-
dicated. Inside the 
back cover Bradley 
advertises his busi-
ness as bookseller, 
stationer, fancy re-
pository, toy ware-
house and circulat-
ing library. The 
pictures seem to be 
drawn from photo-
graphs. 

FIRST-CLASS WATCHES, CLOCKS and JEWELLERY. 

J,r r, Hq trh q E..,s ui u .4 •s u,I Tinu'! ,'a dy for the .1k. 1, 

a,.d H a p,., is I,,! (ii pr.c. 

.• 	. 	.1. 	 . 	.1. 

Silvir Genova Whtii . . . . . 1 5 0 to 8 10 0 
Gold ditto ditto ........I .; 0 to 8 0 0 

Siir.r Entlish Jovr., C'iitl and 
8 0 0 to 7 0 0 

(iidd ditto ditto ....... ft 0 0 to 20 0 0 
Silver Waltham Levers. ....2 10 0 to 6 0 0 
Geld Wedding flings, 22 earat . . 0 7 0 to 1 10 0 

SPECTACLES from Cd. per Pair. Folders from is. 3d. per PaIr. 

Watches, Clocks and Jcwellery carefully Repaired 
on the Premises. 

"olo A r°nt for East rinstead for the Celebrated Prize Medal 
CONZVOISIER FRERES WATCHES, o largely,old in India  
and the Continent with every satisfaction. Up to now 100,000 have 
been sold, and this is the best proof of their renown. 

Join J. F.'s Watch, Clock and Jewellery Club, 2s, in the £ liven. 



WATCH AND CLOCKMAKS IN EAST GRINSTEAD 

by M.J.Leppard 

Appropriately in view of the premises we were occupying, a good 
deal of interest was shown in the clocks in our Local History Exhib-
ition and in the makers of others not lent to us. 	So it may be 
worth offering some notes, albeit very scrappy, on what Is known of 
the town's early watchmakers, which it is hoped readers will supple- 
ment. 	(S.R.S. = Sussex Record Society's publications) 

In Room 4  stood an undated example of the work of our earliest 
known clocksmith (to use the language of his day), Nicholas Bodle. 
In 1714 he took as apprentice for 7  years for £5 Charles son of Tho-
mas Bodle of East Grinstead feltmaker (S.R.S., vol.28, p.22). 	This 
Charles appears to be his brother. 	In 1721  he was a party to the 
conveyance of a property In Church Lane (Pearless de Rougemont's 
deeds). 

In his 1899 Reminiscences Edward Steer mentions a clock marked 
'Thos. Fowle East Grinstead 1737'  but the business, which survived 
well into living memory, claimed to have been established In 1770, 
as in the advertisement opposite, taken from East Orinstead. and Its 
Environs (1885). 	The earliest dated reference I know is to Thomas 
Fowle, watchmaker and silversmith, in the Universal British Direct- 
ory of c.1792. 	He also appears in Palmer's versified East Grin- 
stead Directory of 1799 (also in our exhibition) as a seller of 
watches, clocks, buckles, spoons and rings. 	He was probably a de- 
scendant of Richard Fowle of Uckfield who in 1715 was apprenticed to 
Richard Turner of Lewes clockmaker (S.R.S., vol.28, p.71). 

The Parish Church clock Is Inscribed 'for Richard Fowle East 
Grinstead 1813';  the Church Rebuilding Order Book for 1812-3 records 
his appointment as its keeper. 	He appears in several directories 
from 1823 to 1839. 	In the latter year the address is first given, 
Middle Row, where it remained to the end, by the west side of the 
twitten opposite the Church. 

To him succeeded John Fowle. 	Some years ago the East Grin- 
stead Observer reported the discovery by Mr F.S.Ashdown of one of 
his circular trade cards In the back of an old silver watch, with 
receipts for repairs in 1835 and 1836. In 1871 he described him-
self as optician also. 

The Universal British Directory also records Thomas Dodsell, 
clocksmith. 	Five years ago an undated clock marked 'Dadswell East 
Grinstead' was sold at the market. John Palmer is mentioned in the 
1799 Directory in the same terms as Thomas Fowle and in deeds of the 
White Lion of 1804 and 1807 (Tamplins). Charles Herring watchmaker 
Is mentioned in 1810 in S.R.S., vol.51, p.95. 

John Hills, mentioned in several directories from 1823, was at 
work in the late 1850s when Edward Steer first knew the town. 	Like 
his sons (who did not follow him in the business) he was known as 
'Tokey'. 	They lived In the house now Tylers the wine merchants. 
At the same time Antonio Solca was at work at 8 Middle Row, engaging 
(Steer recalled) in ap counter trade and pedlary. 

John Tully's East Grinstead Almanack for 1871 has advertise-
ments for W.Weller, near Moat Church, and A.Wlnser, London Road, who 
was also an optician. 	A descendant, Miss Holman of Bexley, kindly 
tells us that the latter was Albert Winser, father of Albert Arthur 
Winser, one of whose clocks was also in our exhibition. 	The shop 
was at 17 London Road. 	But by then it is almost certain that 
clocks were no longer being made in the town, merely sold and re-
paired, as now. 

(Readers are invited to send details of any examples of local 
watch and clockmakers' work known to them and any documentary evid-
ence, iihich (if sufficient) will appear In our next Bulletin.) 
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THE FUNCTION OF OUR BULLETINS 

Issue number 10 of a publication which began very bentatively 
in January 1 969 when we could not tell what future our Society might 
have, if any, is a good opportunity to reflect on what it is meant 
to achieve and how it seeks to do it. 

First, it is the means for communication between members. 	In- 
evitably our meetings are few and cannot be attended by everyone. 
The Bulletin seeks to report the committee's decisions and acts, in-
cluding planning representations, record our meetings and other act-
ivities, provide a forum for the airing of members' opinions (though 
comparatively few avail themselves of it) and draw attention to mat-
ters of some topical interest. 

Secondly, it is our shop window to a wider public. 	The quota- 
tion on p.3 and its being taken by the Sussex Archaeological Soci-
ety, West Sussex Record Office and Brighton and Worthing Public Lib-
raries (as well as our own) mean that it is noticed by many with in-
terests in this corner of Sussex, in the work of local amenity soci-
eties and in the serious study of various aspectw of local history. 
This lays on us an obligation to take care in our standards of both 
presentation and content. 

So, thirdly, does its function as a record, for posterity as 
well as for the present. We may seem to some excessively pre-occu-
pied with what is past or passing but if we do not record lost 
buildings, vanishing ways of life and speech, recent historical dis-
coveries and publications and the changing local scene there is no 
guarantee that anyone else will. The interest shown in such things 
by the local press is (rightly) different in kind and complementary. 

And, finally, we may hope through the suggesticns, criticisms, 
speculations, hopes, fears, even delusions, of our members and invi-
ted contributors to inspire or provoke the authorities and those in 
positions of wealth, influence or power to act more discreetly, more 
generously, more opBn.ly, with greater sensibility than they other-
wise might. Thus we have nagged about the street scene (with some 
effect), influencing treatment of the open space by Sackville Coll-
ege and (in September 1970)  published a well thought out dissertat-
ion on the proposed London Road shopping precinct worthy of further 
study. 

But still it all depends 
If you want to see changes of 
so. 	If you think we've got 
know. 	Better still, send a 

on the contributions of our members. 
balance or substance, write and say 
the right mixture and standards, let us 
contribution of your own. 

N.J . LEPPARD 

PERSONAL WORD FROM THE EDITOR: 
moved from London Road and that 
be sent to me at Brighton, Hove 
Hove, BN3 6EG. As I expect to 
in the past I shall depend very 
velopments and reactions. The 
Wednesday 20 December. 

Please note that my parents have now 
all matter for the Bulletin should 
& Sussex Grammar School, Dyke Road, 
be in East Grinstead less often than 
much on members' informing me of de-
deadline for the next Bulletin is 

N.J.L. 

AN INDEX to the contents of Bulletins 1-10 and the High Street Re-
port will be sent to members later in the year. 

PUBLICATIONS: The following may be had (as available) from Mr N.J. 
Leppard, Brighton, Hove & Sussex Grammar School, Dyke Road, Hove at 
the prices indicated plus 2- n.p. for postage: High Street Report 
and back numbers of Bulletins (10 ia.p.), Souvenir Programme to Local 
History Exhibition, including brief history of East Grinstead and 
bibliography (10 n.p.), The Chantry Commission of 1547 and Some Un-
published Chantry Records for East Grinstead (20 n.p.). 

OUR NEXT BULLETIN, for January 1973, will include recollections of 
local children's games fifty yeard ago. 



THE HERMITAGE: 'A COMMUNITY CENTRE FOR YOU! 

by S.Page 

Some account of the prospects for the Hermitage has been asked 
for. 	This short . article is my.re"sum6 on behalf of the Hermitage 
Action Group. 

Many of you 111 have attended the nublic meeting in the Small 
Parish Hall on 23 June, enticed by a mixture of preservationist sen-
timent, social interest and distaste at another corner of East Grin-
stead vanishing In profitable 'dividends. 	The East Grinstead Soci- 
ety has made clear that as the house was not inherently worth pre-
serving it would recommend limited protection for the grounds in 
general and total protection for an area as a park. 	A group of 
people, including pupils at Imberhorne School whom I had met and 
talked with, felt that the community needed an arts centre and that 
the Hermitage would be an ideal building and its grounds the ideal 
setting. 	With this in mind a private meeting between the newly 
styled Hermitage Action Group and local councillors led to the call- 
ing of the previously mentioned public meeting. 	It is the foundat- 
ion of community action that when involved in tilting at windmills 
the sudden appearance of an army of allied knights at critical mo- 
ments is vital. 	(For those who appeared then and will be asked 
again, thank you.) 	It is then that the mill takes itself serious- 
ly. 	What is our windmill? 

A number of accusations was repeated and denied at the public 
meeting but with the advice of Mr P.Polish, experienced in organis-
Ing community arts centres, it was possible to give more direction 
to our thoughts. What resulted was a letter to the U.D.C. (with a 
copy to the Trustees) that presented our opinions: 

'... In the light of evident enthusiasm and overwhelming support on 
the part of those present It was decided to ask the U.D.C. to re-
open negotiations with the Trustees. 	The meeting was unanimously 
In favour of forming a trust to administer an arts and community 
centre that, could make use of the Hermitage and a limited area of 
the garden that would also be open to the public. 	A large number 
of volunteers are available to help, under professional guidance, 
with preparing the property and garden for future use.' 

After the meeting Corrinne May distributed a duplicated sheet 
that she explained earlier was a sttement.of the young persons' 
aims. 	What is impressive about this is their evident enthusiasm 
for working for 'the community in a practical manner. 

On Monday 17 July many people attended the Question Time at the 
U.D.C. meeting to present the Action Group's Ideas. 	Many questions 
were asked in the limited time available. 	As a result of this act- 
ion and the June meeting the following was received from the Clerk 
to the Council: 

'... It was decided to place on record the Council's willingness to 
consider any proposals for giving practical support in the event of 
some organisation or group of individuals persuading the Trustees of 
the Manor Charitable Trust to give the property known as the Hermit-
age and •part of its gardens to them for some community purpose, sub-
ject to provision in the Council's' estimates and for appropriate 
safeguards and to careful scrutiny by the appropriate committees and 
the Council's professional staff.' 

Co-incidentally this letter arrived the day Mrs 1.Kik and I 
were to meet Mr M.Verey, chairman of the Trustees. 	It was a very 
friendly letter that did much to dispel the feeling of remoteness 
that had developed over the past months. 	We presented the Group's 
views and aims, emphasising the widespread support for preserving 
the Hermitage for a socially beneficial use. 	Mr Parry, Deputy Sec- 
retary of the National Federation of Community Centres, was also 
present on our behalf, explaining as he had to a meeting of the 
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Group how the finances and formation of such centres are arranged. 
His knowledge and experience were invaluable and we did feel that 
this meeting had shown some progress. Mr Verey pointed out that 
the Trust is bound to act on its professional advice and already has 
definite aims for the charitable use of funds under its control but 
would consider the problem of the Hermitage again. 	It is for the 
results of this meeting that we are now waiting. 

At a more practical level I was asked*  to look at plans of the 
Hermitage in the light of the proposals to run an Arts and Community 
Centre. This I have done in sketch form. 	It would appear that 
the first two floors convert readily into suitable spaces with only 
one area requiring structural modifications to form an adequate stu- 
dio theatre. 	Apart from fireproofing, the building should not pre- 
sent too many problems but it is obviously difficult to give an ac-
curate assessment at this time without free access to the building. 
The upper floors would convert into a warden's flat and rentable 
studios with little effort apart from a secondary means of escape in 
case of fire, which is awkward. 	It does seem, however, that, know- 
ingly or unknowingly, every day and delay allows some vandal to de-
crease the building's value and increase the restoration expenses 
proportionally. We have seen this happen so often in the past that 
one cannot help but be suspicious and worried. 

Our case is simple: the town requires a democratic and indepen-
dent community centre for all sections of the community for all act-
ivities; the Hermitage provides the variety of accommodation, the 
most attractive of sites, the physical and emotional attraction im-
possible to build anew. 

We are forced to wait for some word from the Trustees but mean-
while our thoughts are still turned towards the building and we are 
still lobbying for support. 	If we succeed it will be a building 
well saved, a community well served. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The committee has not pledged our Society to any 
details of the scheme outlined here but applauds the Group's intent-
ions on behalf of the town's facilities. 	A great deal will depend 
on financial security and on actual use of anything eventua'ly pro- 
vided. 	Some exegesis of the sense and implications of 'democratic' 
and 'independent' here would be welcome.) 

* Mr Page is a qualified qrchitect. 

FOLLOWING UP THE EXHIBITION: REMINISCENCES 

One of the most worthwhile features of our Exhibition was the 
number of old residents of the town who were stirred by some of the 
pictures and objects on view to tell us some of their early memor-
ies. 	It would be a pity if such recollections were forgotten and, 
ultimately, lost, for they are of great interest to younger people 
and newcomers and an important source of information for historians. 
We are therefore inviting any who would care to do so to write down 
their reminiscences or to talk about them to one of our members. 
We should like (with their permission, of course) ultimately to be 
able to publish a selection of them. 

Anyone who would like to help the Society make a success of 
this project, whether by passing on his or her own memories, by per-
suading others to do so, or by listening or tape-recording, is urged 
to write to, to telephone or to call on 

Mr R.H.Adderley, County Branch Library, London Road (21342) 
or Mr S.F.Knowles, 'Birchcroft', Ship Street (21830) 
or Mr N.J.Leppard, Brightcn, Hove & Sussex Grammar School, Hove. 

(The Cuckfield Society, which had a local history exhibition last 
year, made a tape of old residents' memories and deposited a copy in 
Brighton Reference Library.) 
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LOCAL HISTORY NOTES AND NEWS 

SACKVILLE COLLEGE: There has long been a need for a fuller guide to 
the College than V.Sackvllle-West's leaflet and a new history to im-
prove upon those by J.M.Neale (1853) and F.Hill (1913), both long 
out of print. 	On the Invitation of the Warden, Mr R.H.Wood has un- 
dertaken more thorough research than ever attempted before into the 
extensive College records (now at the County Record Office) and the 
Sackville archives at Maidstone, as well as newspapers, living mem- 
ory and other sources. 	He has made four typescript copies of his 
History (one of them in the Public Library) and published, as 
Short Account of Sackville College, a condensation of his findings. 
Its 26 pages of text, if plans and 10 photographs serve as both guide 
and history. 	As well as Its foundation, changing fortunes, present 
function and architecture, room has been found for many details of 
its internal affairs In the past and the heraldry on display. 	One 
who has read it comments: 'It is apparent that the writing of it has 
been a labour of love by one who not only knows every stick and 
stone of the building, but who has spared no effort to examine all 
possible documents bearing on its history and to present the fruits 
of his research in a scholarly and interesting way.' 	(Copies from 
the College, 20 n.p.) 

POTTERY AT FELBRIDGE: We hoped our Exhibition would bring to light 
some unpublished material. We thank Mr D.F.Merrett of Rowplatt 
Lane, Feibridge for bringing along photographs of a kiln he excavat-
ed on his land in 190, fragments of pottery and correspondence with 
the British Museum. 	The sherds were dated to the 16th and 18th 
centuries. 	Problems are that no wastage was found and no document- 
ary references to a potter in the area are known. 	It is hoped that 
an expert on pottery will be investigating further. 

FOR THE RECORD: The West Sussex Records Committee recently asked 
Its Archivist 'to endeavour to obtain tape-recordings where written 
evidence was unlikely to be satisfactory; such as recording of the 
Sussex dialect and any reminiscences of special occasions', working 
closely with the County Library. When East Grinstead goes into 
West Sussex we will be within the scope of this scheme. 	Anyone who 
would like to help with it should contact the County Archivist, Mrs 
P.Gill, County Hall, Chichester. 	(cf appeal on p.12) 

CORRECTION: In our last issue it was stated that the date over the 
door of the Hermitage at Wells Bottom was 1737: in fact the date on 
the gate is 1797. 

CURRENT RESEARCH: The Sussex Rural Community Council's Local Hist-
ory Committee has published a Register of Current Research and List 
of People Willing to Lecture, obtainable from 212, High Street, 
Lewes. 	It should prove Invaluable to those embarking on their own 
studies or wishing to have specific queries dealt with and to those 
who seek speakers for meetings. 

WEALDEN IRON: The Summer 1972  W.I.R.G. Bulletin contains articles 
on Aliens in the W.T. Districts, 1524-5 and more technical matters, 
a 1646 description of gun-founding in Kent and the report of the East 
Grinstead team (and others). 

LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (continued) 

Vol.1 (1861) pp.xf. S.A.S. Meeting at E.G., October 1861. 
P-306 Bishop Lake on Sackville College, 1685-90. 

Vol.lLf (1862) pp.35ff. Ashdown Forest (important article). 
P-150 Mr Jn Bethune of E.G. burled at Maresfield, 1690 
P-157 Manor of Maresfjeld stretched to E.G. 

Vo1.1 (186) p.146 Road Act, 1717. 
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COUNTY BRANCH LIBRARY NEWS 

The Library has produced a free 4-page list of its books on 
local history and related subjects. Recent additions likely to in-
terest our members include: 

B DAR Ruck, B. 	Ancestral Voices (her 19th and 
century forebears, including the Sackvilles). 

656.09 Kidner, R.W. 	The Oxted Line. 
Leppard, N.J. 	The Chantry Commission of 1547 

published Chantry Records for East Grinstead. 

early 20th 

and Some Un- 

Wood, R.H. 	A Short Account of Sackville College. 
Ayres, A. (ed.) History of West Sussex (in 24 monthly 

parts) 

BROCHURES: Civic Trust*,  Society for the Preservation of Ancient 
Buildings f  Surrey Archaeological Society*,  Sussex Rural Community 
Council, Weald and Downiand Museum. (* and list of publications) 

all ARP 
East Grinstead Society Local History Exhibition Programme. 	ARP 

(A = Ask at the desk; R = Reference only; P = pamphlet) 

R.H,ADDERLEY (Branch Librarian) 

GENERAL NOTES AND NEWS 

THE LINGFIELD AND DISTRICT AMENITY SOCIETY's Fourth Newsletter, for 
April 1972, includes notes on the River Eden flood prevention 
scheme, local birdlife and flora, the dating of hedgerows and the 
history of the gun pond. 	It continues its survey of foctpaths. 
Meetings have included a botanical ramble and a farm visit to study 
modern practice. 	Future meetings, to which we are welcome, are: 

Talk on PUTTENDEN (Notre Dame Convent) 	8 p.m. Thurs. 28 Sept. 
WALK (meet at Lingfield Station) 	 3 p.m. Sun. 1. Oct. 
Vigit to MANSION HOUSE FARM (Tudor) opposite 

Crowhurst Church 	 3 p.m. Sat. 21 Oct. 
SURREY COUNTRYSIDE: slides and commentary 	8 p.m.. Thurs. 2 Nov. 
Perhaps there are 3ome ideas for us here? 	(Details from D.J.Neth- 
erclift, Pond House, Plaistow Street, Lingfield (3424).) 

OBITUARY: We regret to record the death of our member Miss H.N.S. 
Beale, who opened her house and grounds at Standen for our summer 
meeting in 1 970. 	The house, an unspoilt example of the work of 
Philip Webb, was offered in her will to the National Trust, which 
(we understand) is now considering whether it can take it on. An 
appreciation appeared in our September 1970  issue. 

TREES: Next year is to be Tree Planting Year. Should our Society 
mark it in any way? As long ago as 1969  it was suggested that we 
should undertake a tree survey, but nothing came of the idea. 

THE TRANSPORT REFORM GROUP, an alliance of societies and persons 
concerned about the effects of present transport policies on people 
and the environment, exists to encourage experiments in transport 
schemes and press for research into the real costs of all possible 
alternative methods of transport and for reform of public enquiry 
procedures. 	Subscription £1. Manifesto and membership form from 
the hon. sec., The Old Bakehouse, South Newington, near Banbury. 

LEGLESSPLANERS? More evidence that modern planning is done by mo-
torists for motors is the lack of any footpath access from the new 
Lynton Park Estate to East Court, Such a path would surely be in-
valuable to residents there, in Holtye Road and on Stone Quarry Est-
ate. And why has the U.D.C. extinguished the path from Copse Close 
to Holtye Road? 	 N.J.L. 

PHILONELA LIVES: In our May 1971 issue a reader recalled the night-
ingale's singing in Sandy Lane. 	This year one has been heard and 
seen regularly near the junction of Dunnings Road and Hermitage 
Lane. 

AR 
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION 

From the Chairman 

The facts and figures appear below and overleaf: 
purpose is to express our appreciation of the splendid 
work done by the organisers and helpers. Mr Michael 
Leppard, the onlie begetter of the Exhibition, and his 
Brig.G.W,H,Fellows and Mr Roy Adder ley are responsible 
success we have had with this venture. 

Is 

my 
Gr4/ 

sub-commi t tee 
for the great 

It is impossible for me to list all helpers by name, but parti-
cular mention must be made of Miss N.Shephed, Mr C,W.Goolden and Mr 
and Mrs R.H.Wood, who gave most generously of their time, and Mr C. 
F.Tebbutt and the W.I.R.G. members. Our thanks are also due to our 
President, Mr I.D.Margary, for the admirable way in which he conduc-
ted the opening ceremony and to all the many friends and helpers who 
provided time, money or material. 

Over 2000 people saw the Exhibition and, I hope, gained some-
thing from it. 	What have we gained? 

Reputation; the knowledge that we are, after all, capable of a 
sustained group effort; some extra bits of historical knowledge; 
more important, a better knowledge of our ignorance and where it 
lies; some new members, whom we welcome; and an official rebuke 
for flyposting - alas, apparently justified. 

T. 
Congratu1atioT's to organisers and helpers: and now to follow 

up some of the things we learned!  

From the Organisers 

We would like to add our thanks to the Chairman's, and to thank 
him and all those others who spoke so appreciatively and encourag-
ingly of our efforts. One of the best features of the Exhibition 
was the way in which so many people worked so harmoniously together 
for eight days, strengthening our unity as a Society. 	Another was 
the friendliness of our visitors and their willing sharing of infor- 
mation and interested comment. 	Formal acknowledgements appear 
overleaf, but a special word may be said here of appreciation to Mr 
Stan Taylor, whose premises we occupied. 	He was most generous in 
allowing us complete freedom to display our exhibits in the way we 
wished, in providing every facility and in charging so little for 
the use of his hall, itself ideally laid out for our purposes and 
now available again for other functions. 

From the Treasurer 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 

Income 	 Expenditure 

Donations 	 £63.77 	Advertising 	 £10.20 

Sale of programmes, etc. 114.50 	Printing of Programmes, 
Handbills and Posters 	82.00 

Hire of Hall 	 20.00 

Insurance 	 10.20 

Excess of Income over 
Expenditure 	 55.87 

178e27 	 178,27 

(FOOTNOTE: A visitor told us that D,L.T,C. on the town seal (above, 
used as our Exhibition emblem) used to be rendered by disenchanted 
townsfolk 'Dirty Lot of Town Councillors'.) 
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LOCAL HISTORY EXHIITION: ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The East Grinstead Society hereby records its O,eep thanks to the 
following for the ways in which they made its Local Histcry Exhibit-
ion both possible and successful: 

Organisers of Sections: 

Messrs R.H.Adderley, C.W.Goolden, B.K.Herbert (and the Wealden Iron 
Research Group), N.JeLeppard, C.F.Tebbutt, P,D.Wood, R.H.Wood (and 
Mrs Wood). 

Loan of Exhibits: 

Miss EAllen; D .F .Baxter, Esq., and Brighton, Hove and Sussex Grain-
mar School; C.G.Bridgland, Esq.; The Rev. Prebendary H.C.F.Copsey 
and St Swjthun' s Parochial Church Council; W . Davis, Esq., and Mrs 
Smallwood; David Edye; Miss E.F.Feltwell and Chequer Mead School; 
H.C.Jones, Esq., and East Grinstead Urban District Council; S.F. 
Knowles, Esq.; K.Marks, Esq., and the Bluebell Railway Preservation 
Society; D.F.Merrett, Esq.; J.Nugridge, Esq.; J.Playfoot, Esq., 
and Messrs Rice BrOthers Ltd; Mrs Potten; Miss M.H.Saxby; Miss N. 
Shephrd; G.M.Sinart, Esq.; J.0 .Smith, Esq.; The Society of St 
Margaret, East Grinstead; The Surveyor's Department, East Sussex 
County Council; The Sussex Archaeological Society; S.Taylor, Esq.; 
F.S.Tuck, Esq., and Messrs Savory and Moore; Mrs C.H.Webster; N. 
West, Esq.; Mrs A.Wheeler and the Queen Victoria Hospital; P.A. 
Williams, Esq., and Sackville College. 

Loan of Exhibition Materials: 

East Grinstead Urban District council; East Sussex County Council 
Library Service and Museum Service; Imberhorne School. 

Financial Donations: 

J.& J.Andrews Ltd; Barclays Bank Ltd; The Eastbourne Mutual Build-
ing Society; Laurence Glover & Son; P.W.Kirk & Co. Ltd; Messrs 
Langridge & Langridge; Lloyds Bank Ltd; I.D.Nargary, Esq.; Messrs 
Pearless de Rougemont; Richard Place & Co.; Rees & Co.; Trevor 
Rowlands & Co.; Turner, Rudge & Turner; Whitley Hughes & Luscombe; 
William Wood, Son & Gardner; E.Wright, Esq. 

Stewards: 

Mesdames Beckett, Creightmore, Hall, Herbert, Hinchcliffe, Ingwer-
sen, Kirk, Peters, Potts, Rush, Thair, Tidswell, Wood; The Misses 
Bown, Edwards, Hodgeman, Jacornb Hood, Manville, Shephrd, Wilson; 

./ Messrs Adderley, Gibson (Lt Col), Goolden, Herbert, Knowles, Lep-
pard, Peters, P.D..Wood, R.H.Wood. 

Transport: 

Messrs Cooper, Fellows (Brig.), Goolden, Page, Thompson, Wood. 

Hall hired from S.Taylor, Esq. 

Publicity designed by N.Lynn, Esq. 

Programme produced by Mrs A.Collin, St George's Rectory, Chichoster. 

AND a special word of gratitude to all our VISITORS: school parties, 
family groups, old inhabitants, former residents who made special 
pilgrimages (e.g. from Hove, St Leonards and Bexley), holiday makers 
from Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Holland, Scotland, South 
Africa and all parts of England. 


